Introduction {#sec1}
============

Growing interest in the microscopic flexibility of double-stranded DNA is continuously stimulated by the discovery of new protein--DNA complex structures in which DNA has a significantly curved helical axis or is distorted. Because many of the proteins that sharply bend DNA play a crucial role in gene expression and regulation, flexibility of DNA is believed to contribute importantly to several biological functions. Some examples of regulatory proteins that introduce localized bents in DNA are the T7-RNA polymerase, the lac repressor, the TATA box binding protein (TBP), and the catabolite activator protein (CAP) protein.^[@ref1]^ It is also being increasingly recognized that, in instances involving contorted DNA structures, the view that the protein drives the DNA protein interactions needs to be revised; the protein-centric view takes second place to the observation that DNA has the capability to be an active participant in its transactions. In such instances, DNA topology can induce structural changes in the duplex structure, and that it turn can strongly influence the DNA--protein interactions;^[@ref2]^ examples are topoisomerase type II enzymes that bind preferentially to the apexes of DNA plectonemes.^[@ref3]^

A variety of theoretical models and several physicochemical techniques^[@ref4]−[@ref7]^ have been developed to study DNA conformational properties, and significant advances in our understanding of the DNA flexibility and bendability have been recently made.^[@ref8]−[@ref12]^ However, many aspects of DNA mechanics and their possible effect on the protein binding machinery are still open questions. A particularly intriguing question is whether DNA bending can occur spontaneously or if a bound protein has to exert a strong force on DNA to overwhelm the intrinsic rigidity of the DNA duplex. While various theoretical and experimental approaches have been implemented to characterize the intrinsic bendability of the DNA and to estimate the probability of spontaneous DNA cyclization, there is still ongoing controversy in the field regarding this question.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^

A classical continuum worm-like chain (WLC) model,^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ in which the inherent flexibility of DNA is characterized by its persistence length, has been widely used to predict DNA topology. The model has accurately reproduced experimental data for DNA motifs larger than the persistence length of DNA.^[@ref17]−[@ref19]^ Cloutier and Widom^[@ref20]^ recently questioned the validity of the WLC description for DNA shorter than the persistence length. They developed ligase-catalyzed DNA cyclization assays to measure the probability of ring closure, that is, the so-called *j* factor. Measured *j* factors for 94-base-pair (bp) DNAs were several magnitudes greater than the theoretical predictions. The authors claim that none of the existing DNA looping models accurately describes high-curvature mechanics of DNA and insist on the redevelopment of the formalism.

The study by Cloutier and Widom motivated the development of kinkable^[@ref21]^ and meltable^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ DNA models. The kinkable and the meltable DNA models are extensions of the classical WLC approach, in which DNA was parametrized to account for an enhanced local flexibility of DNA due to the presence of sharp kinks or melted bubbles.

Vologodskii and coworkers have revised the experimental procedure used by Cloutier and Widom and argued that the study was not sufficient to conclude the enhanced DNA flexibility in a highly bent regime. According to Vologodskii et al.,^[@ref24]^ the high cyclization efficiency observed in the Cloutier and Widom study is the result of a nonadequate concentration of ligase used in the experiment. Vologodskii and coworkers have developed improved ligase-catalyzed DNA cyclization assays, and the data from their measurements are in a good agreement with the WLC model. However, the validity of the classical WLC model has been recently questioned again. This time, Vafabakhsh and Ha^[@ref25]^ have reported high cyclization rates for short DNA motifs (67 to 106 bp) observed in the protein-free fluorescence-based DNA cyclization assays. The results of this study have yet again been challenged by Vologodskii et al.,^[@ref13]^ who doubted the accuracy of the *j*-factor determination and the quality of the DNA duplex used in the Vafabakhsh and Ha experiment. These controversies and mutually exclusive data indicate that there is no agreement on whether sharp localized bending can affect DNA flexibility. Furthermore, the kinkable and the meltable DNA models, the only models that accurately predict high DNA cyclization rates, implicate distortions of the double helix. Several recent studies have demonstrated localized DNA "softening'' in the absence of kinks and melted regions, modulated by the salt effects.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ However, none of the studies has investigated the intrinsic flexibility of the DNA duplex in a highly bent regime.

In the current study, we examine the microscopic structure and flexibility of short DNA (107 bp) via a multiscale modeling approach. The modeling technique involves an interplay between atomistic simulations and continuum representation of DNA and has previously provided insightful results from simulation of complex nucleic acid assemblies.^[@ref11],[@ref12],[@ref28]^ We uncover a significant increase in local flexibility of DNA upon duplex bending by comparing the bond vector dynamics and configurational entropy between linear and circular DNA states. On the basis of simulation data, we propose a model for high-curvature DNA mechanics that involves vibrational untightening of the DNA duplex upon its bending. Our new model of DNA bending posits that "softening'' of DNA in a highly bent regime is an inherent property of DNA and does not necessarily require kinking or melting of the double helix. The model has several important implications for protein--nucleic acid interaction: it suggests the existence of possible DNA site-recognition mechanism that can take advantage of the shape-specific local mobility of the duplex and provides evidence that DNA bending could be a driving force in protein--DNA complex formation. Calculation of the bond-order parameters from the simulation leads to testable hypotheses via nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Setup and Dynamics of the Atomistic Model of DNA {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------

We have set up two identical 107-bp DNA duplexes with a sequence presented in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}.

###### Sequence of the 107-bp DNA Duplex

  -----------------------------------------
  5′-AGATCGCTGAGGATGACATCGGGGGGCCGTGCGCA
  TTCGCCGTGTGGAGCCTGTCAGGTGGTGGTTGTGGTC
  TCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAGGATCCG ATGCTTC-3′
  -----------------------------------------

Each DNA double helix has 10.7 bp per helical turn, which induces a slightly negative twist on DNA. One of the two DNA duplexes was uniformly bent to form a planar circle. The 3′ and 5′ ends of the bent DNA were patched to create a continuous DNA minicircle. Building of atomic coordinates as well as DNA bending and twisting procedures were performed by means of the DNA structure modeling server, 3D-DART.^[@ref29]^ Patching of the circular DNA was accomplished in the CHARMM molecular modeling package.^[@ref30]^ Initial structures were then subject to energy minimization and all-atom MD simulation in implicit solvent. The system was energy-minimized for 1000 steps and then gradually heated to 300 K with 50 K increments each 200 ps. The heating stage was followed by constant temperature equilibration. The average temperature of the system was maintained at 300 K via a Langevin thermostat with coupling coefficient of 5 ps^--1^. Vibrations of covalent bonds to hydrogen atoms were harmonically restrained, which allowed 2 fs integration time steps during the MD runs. MD trajectories were obtained with the NAMD package^[@ref31]^ using the CHARMM27 force field.^[@ref32]^ The solvation effects were simulated with the generalized Born implicit solvent model^[@ref33]^ with a cutoff of 16 Å for calculating the Born radius. The long-range interactions were truncated at 18 Å, and the salt concentration was set to 0.2 M. Because the study employs a short linear DNA fragment to mimic the behavior of the long continuous DNA molecule, the ends of the linear DNA motif were restrained from fraying. A root-mean-square displacement of heavy atoms on all four terminal bases was harmonically restrained to an initial structure with a force constant of 1000 kcal/mol/Å^2^ to preserve the DNA duplex structure on the terminal DNA bases in the linear DNA. Three independent 50 ns long trajectories for each of the DNA systems (linear and circular) were generated from different Maxwell--Boltzman distributed initial conditions. Atomic coordinates were saved every picosecond.

Elastic Rod Model of DNA {#sec2.2}
------------------------

We approximate DNA as a homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic rod with uniform circular cross section.^[@ref11],[@ref34]^ Specifically, we assume a slender rod undergoing small deflections in which shear deformation and rotary inertia can be neglected (except in the torsional modes). The bending and torsional stiffnesses of the rod are based on the DNA bending and torsional persistence lengths of 50 and 75 nm, respectively.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ Following classical Euler--Bernoulli beam theory (see, for example, ref ([@ref37])), the equation governing the flexural vibrations of the rod iswhere *w*(*x*,*t*) is the lateral deflection of the rod, *A* is the bending stiffness, and the linear DNA density ρ~L~ is assumed to be equal to 3.32 × 10^--15^ kg/m. The equation governing the torsional vibration of the rod iswhere θ(*x*,*t*) is the angular deflection of the rod, *C* is the torsional stiffness, ρ is the mass density, and *I*~*zz*~ is the polar area moment of inertia equal to π*d*^4^/32, where *d* is the 2 nm diameter of DNA. The DNA length (*L*) is equal to 107 bp, and thus the radius of the minicircle (*R*) is equal to 2π/*L*.

Entropy Calculations from the Atomistic Simulations of DNA {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------

Quasiharmonic frequency analysis was used to calculate the configurational entropy of DNA from MD simulations. The approach is based on estimation of the mass-weighed covariance matrix of the atomic fluctuations obtained from MD trajectory. The matrix is then diagnolized, and the matrix eigenvalues λ~*i*~ are used to compute the quasiharmonic frequencies of bond vibrations: ω~*i*~ = (*k*~B~*T*/λ~*i*~)^1/2^. Configurational entropy is then estimated via formula for the quantum mechanical vibrations in the rigid-rotor harmonic oscillator model^[@ref38]^where the summation occurs over 3*N* -- 6 vibrational frequencies, where *N* is the number of heavy atoms in the corresponding DNA system.

The quasiharmonic approach has been implemented to estimate the configurational entropies of circular and linear DNA fragments from the three independent production-run simulations (last 45 ns of a total of 50 ns simulation time). Using eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the time-dependent entropies *S*(*t*) were calculated from increasingly long trajectory windows of duration *t* = 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, \..., 45 ns. Following refs ([@ref39] and [@ref40]), the entropy at infinite simulation time *S*~∞~, that is, at convergence, was extrapolated from the data by fitting the time-dependent entropy points with a functionwhere α and γ are the fitting constants.

Entropy Calculations from the Elastic Rod Model of DNA {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------

Following the formalism in ref ([@ref41]), we compute the natural vibrational frequencies (ω~*n*~) of the elastic rod in two conformations, linear and circular. In both cases, we ignore extensional deformations and rigid body modes. In the linear case, we consider a rod with free boundary conditions subject to torsional deformations about the helical axis and bending deformations in the two orthogonal directions. The bending modes for linear DNA are given bywhere *x*~{1--5}~ = {4.73, 7.85, 11.00, 14.14, 17.28} and π/2(2*n* + 1) for *n* \> 5. The torsional modes for linear DNA have eigenfrequencies

In the minicircle case, we consider torsional and in- and out-of-plane bending deformations. The eigenfrequencies for the modes of a DNA ring are^[@ref41]^

The vibrational entropy of the elastic rod is then estimated with eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the summation over the rod natural frequencies (ω~*n*~). Upon computing the natural frequencies, we rank the associated wavelengths (1/ω~*n*~) in straight and minicircle cases without regard to the type of deformation. As the mode number increases, the difference between the straight and minicircle wavelengths vanishes on account of the wavelength becoming small relative to the diameter of the minicircle. At ∼30 modes, the difference between straight and minicircle conformations drops to 1% of the initial difference, and thus it is unnecessary to consider higher modes. Thus, only the lowest 30 modes are required in the summation in eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} to discriminate between linear and minicircle DNA conformations.

Calculation of *S*^2^ NMR Order Parameter from the Atomistic Trajectories {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To be able to make connections to future NMR measurements, we characterized the local motion in linear and circular DNA fragments by *S*^2^ NMR order parameters for deoxyribose H1′--C1′ bond and base C6--H6/C8--H8 bond vectors. The Lipari--Szabo model-free approach^[@ref42]^ allows calculation of *S*^2^ as well as corresponding correlation time (τ) through the parametrization of the bond--bond auto correlation function with a sum two exponentialsHere subscripts f and s denote fast and slow motions, respectively, and *S*^2^ = *S*~f~^2^*S*~s~^2^ is the plateau of the time autocorrelation function. It is assumed that fast and slow motions are not correlated. Values of *S*^2^ close to zero correspond to increased bond mobility, while values of *S*^2^ close to 1 correspond to "frozen'' motion. *S*^2^ values for corresponding bond vectors were calculated from the last 40 ns of simulation time. All frames in the trajectory were aligned by least-squares superposition of heavy atoms to remove overall rotation and translation of the system. The bond--bond autocorrelation functions for H1′--C1′, C6--H6, and C8--H8 bond vectors were computed from four trajectory windows, each of duration 10 ns. Plateau values at 1 ns were determined by averaging the tail values of the autocorrelation function. The results were averaged across 12 ensembles.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

We combined all-atom molecular dynamics simulations and the elastic rod approximation of DNA to determine the difference in structure, dynamics, and flexibility between circular and linear DNA of the same length and superhelical density (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The atomistic simulations reveal spontaneous transitions of DNA double helix into short-lived states characterized by strand stretch and shear, base flips, and local melting. To gain further insight into the dynamics of these transitions, the time evolution of the distances between hydrogen-bond donor (D) and acceptor (A) atoms in the Watson--Crick base pairs (the W&C D--H--A distances) has been analyzed and visualized via the W&C D--H--A distance matrix (see Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--f). The plots illustrate numerous instances of the W&C D--H--A distances higher than 3.4 Å (regions colored in red and blue), which denote DNA conformations deviated from the canonical B form. It is evident from Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--f that the deviations of the DNA duplex from the canonical form appear to have stochastic nature and to be sequence-independent. Also, the helical distortions observed in the simulations are reversible within several nanoseconds, with the only exception of a local strand separation in the linear duplex that lasted ∼30 ns and did not reverse within the simulation time (see Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a).

![Snapshots of the 107-bp DNA minicircle (A) and the 107-bp linear DNA (B) obtained from the atomistic simulations.](jp-2014-02233u_0001){#fig1}

While observed for both DNA states, linear and circular, an abundant local dynamics within the duplex is more profound for DNA minicircles: helix disruptions are greater and occur more frequently in the circular DNA as compared with its linear counterpart. This becomes even more evident from the analysis of the scatter plot of the W&C D--H--A distances (see Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}g), which illustrates the spread of all instantaneous W&C D--H--A distances sampled during the simulation runs. The plot points out that while the majority of the sampled distances segregate between 2 and 5 Å, large distances (\>5 Å) frequently occur in both duplexes during the simulation. It further indicates that circular DNA encounters more instances of hydrogen-bonding distortion during the simulation in contrast with linear duplex and that the overall magnitude of the helical distortions is larger in circular than in linear DNA.

Local motions within linear and circular DNA duplexes were further characterized by NMR order parameter *S*^2^. *S*^2^ designates an amplitude of the bond--bond autocorrelation function and is often used to describe the bond vector dynamics. We have chosen to examine the behavior of the following DNA bond vectors: the deoxyribose bond vector C1′--H1′ and nucleobase bond vectors C8--H8 (in pyrimidine bases) or C6--H6 (in purine bases). These bond vectors not only provide a sufficient microscopic description of the base and sugar-backbone flexibility but also are easily measurable with NMR carbon spin-relaxation experiments.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^

Estimated *S*^2^ values in linear DNA are in a good agreement with ones measured previously by NMR techniques^[@ref44]−[@ref46]^ or calculated in previous MD experiments.^[@ref44]^ In accord with previous study,^[@ref44]^ our calculations reveal slightly higher *S*^2^ values for C--H bond vectors in the base than in the ribose (see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). The terminal fraying effect was not readily evident in our simulation due to the strong harmonic restrains applied on the terminal bases (see [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"} section). The order parameters in linear DNA have been averaged over the nonterminal residues to exclude the contribution of the harmonic force applied to the terminal residues of the linear DNA (see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Similarly to the linear DNA, circular DNA also demonstrates a slight drop in *S*^2^ values (increase in internal motion) from the base to the ribose (see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). The distribution of *S*^2^ along the DNA sequence is merely uniform in both linear and circular states, and no significant sequence-dependent mobility variation was noticed. While sequence-dependence effects are expected to exist (for example, when the DNA sequence involves adenosine tracts^[@ref43]^), such effects may be masked in our simulation model by the mixed sequence used and may need a larger sampling of sequence space to be observed.

![W&C D--H--A distance matrix for the linear and circular DNA: Panels a--c present results from the three independent simulation runs of the 107-bp linear DNA, and panels d--f represent the three independent simulation runs of the 107-bp circular DNA. Panel g shows the scatter plot of all instantaneous W&C D--H--A distances in the linear and circular duplexes sampled during the simulation.](jp-2014-02233u_0002){#fig2}

###### *S*^2^ Order Parameters for the Ribose and the Base Sites in Linear and Circular DNA Averaged over the Sequence Residues

                                     *S*~lin~^2^     *S*~cir~^2^     Δ = *S*~lin~^2^ -- *S*~cir~^2^
  ---------------------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------------------------
  deoxyribose C1′--H1′ bond vector   0.773 ± 0.020   0.670 ± 0.025   0.103 ± 0.032
  base C6/8--H6/8 bond vector        0.791 ± 0.026   0.689 ± 0.030   0.102 ± 0.040

An important trend is observed when examining the relaxation dynamics of the bond vectors. In the circular DNA, the nucleobase and sugar sites span a narrow *S*^2^ range of approximately 0.65 to 0.7 units, which is systematically ∼0.1 units lower than values from the corresponding sites on the linear DNA (see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} and Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Low *S*^2^ values unambiguously characterize enhanced local mobility of sugar-backbone and nucleobases in circular DNA relative to its linear counterpart.

The Lipari--Szabo model-free approach assumes that the internal and the overall motions are not correlated, and thus because overall motion was eliminated in postprocessing the trajectories (as described in section [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"}), the reported *S*^2^ parameters describe the internal motion of the DNA duplex and characterize an intrinsic flexibility of the DNA. Complete opening events, while they do occur, are not the main contributors to this intrinsically increased mobility. Compare, for example, Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--f and Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--f shows the magnitude and the location of the opening events observed in the simulation, while Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} gives us the *S*^2^ parameter for a given location (base). From Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e, one sees that in the circular DNA, the 80--90 bp region has the largest opening events. However, in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the *S*^2^ values for this region are just slightly lower than the mean *S*^2^ value. The large openings around 60 bp in linear DNA are not even evident in the *S*^2^ plot for linear DNA.

Instances of unusually low *S*^2^ values in nucleic sequences have been reported previously. For example, it has been shown that order parameters can drastically drop by about 0.2 units for nucleic residues flanking A-tracts^[@ref43]^ or located on the RNA hairpin loop,^[@ref47]^ at the DNA--protein interface,^[@ref45],[@ref48]^ or at DNA damage^[@ref49]^ sites. Our current study uncovers large-amplitude motion in tightly looped DNA duplex. This finding indicates that a new motional model of DNA has to be developed to explain the steady and systematic mobility increase in sharply bent DNA.

Calculation of vibrational entropies provides further insight into the microscopic behavior of tightly looped DNA minicircles and allows us to propose a new model of DNA bending. Various polymer models have been widely used to characterize the behavior of DNA loops.^[@ref34],[@ref50]−[@ref52]^ In the realm of the polymer theory, DNA ring closure is an entropically unfavorable process. The loss of entropy is associated with the restricted conformational space available to a polymer chain when its ends are tied together.^[@ref51]^ However, the polymer models do not account for the microscopic structure of DNA and hence fail to include entropic contributions from the internal vibrations within the DNA duplex. Conversely, the MD simulations provide an excellent microscopic description of local, that is, bond-level dynamics, but do not capture the large-scale, long-time dynamics (because of the short time scale of the atomistic trajectories). Our study implements the elastic rod representation of DNA, in which the vibrational motion of DNA is approximated as the vibrational motion of a homogeneous elastic rod, together with the atomistic simulations that provide the information on the internal (local) vibrations within the DNA duplex. Merging the two representations of DNA, atomistic and continuum, allows us to estimate entropic costs of DNA cyclization due to both large-scale and internal vibrational fluctuations of the DNA double helix. Computationally, our study is important because large-scale dynamics at the atomic level is impossible to simulate given the prohibitively large simulation time required, while large-scale continuum models (capable of capturing such large-scale motions) lack atomistic resolution.

![*S*^2^-NMR order parameters in linear and circular DNA for the deoxyribose H1′-C1′ bond vectors (a) and for the base bond vectors H8--C8/H6-C6 (b).](jp-2014-02233u_0003){#fig3}

Vibrational analysis of the continuum model suggests that the cyclization of the 107-bp DNA, which is shorter than the persistence length of the DNA double helix (∼150 bp), occurs with a loss of vibrational entropy −*T*Δ*S* = 21 kcal·mol^--1^ (see Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}). This estimate is comparable to the entropy loss upon cyclization of large polymer chains that has been predicted with the WLC model to be ≃3--5 kcal·mol^--1^.^[@ref51],[@ref53]^ The atomistic quasiharmonic analysis reveals that the entropic contribution from the internal motion of the duplex is quite large, and, in contrast with the vibrational entropy of the rod, favors tight DNA looping. The configurational entropy values estimated from the six independent simulation runs (see Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}) are consistently higher in the circular DNA as opposed to the linear DNA. The calculation suggests that for 107-bp DNA the entropy gain from the internal vibration of the duplex upon its cyclization *T*Δ*S* accounts to 805 or 7.5 kcal·mol^--1^ on average per bp (see Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}). Thus, for sharply bent circular DNA motifs, the entropy gain from the vibrational untightening is at least an order of magnitude greater than the entropy loss from the polymer ring closure. This also implies that for short DNA duplexes, ∼100 bp, the cyclization is an entropically favorable process.

###### Vibrational Entropy Change upon Looping of 107-bp DNA Duplex *T*(*S*~cir~--*S*~lin~) at *T* = 300 K in Units of kcal·mol^--1^

                                total     average per bp
  -------------------------- ----------- ----------------
  continuum model estimate      --21          --0.20
  atomistic model estimate    805 ± 445    7.50 ± 4.15

###### Calculated DNA Configurational Entropy Values in Units of kcal·mol^--1^·K^--1^

                 linear DNA       circular DNA
  -------------- ---------------- ----------------
  simulation 1   25.857           27.089
  simulation 2   24.573           29.281
  simulation 3   24.810           26.927
  average        25.080 ± 0.683   27.766 ± 1.315

It is noteworthy that the change in vibrational entropy of a DNA duplex upon looping of a short duplex is greater than that upon undergoing the B- to Z-DNA transition (∼2 to 3 kcal·mol^--1^ per bp^[@ref54]^) or upon drug intercalation into a DNA dodecamer (∼5 kcal·mol^--1^ per bp^[@ref55]^).

One could argue that the harmonic restraints applied to the terminal base pairs of the linear DNA would restrict the conformational space available to the system and thus would lower the overall configurational entropy of the linear DNA molecule. The simulation data indicate that the mean configurational entropy of a base pair in the linear DNA indeed drops down when bases with harmonic restrains are included in the calculation. However, the drop accounts only to 0.5%. Although the total configurational entropy is estimated from the covariance matrix of collective atomic fluctuations of the entire DNA and not as the summation over individual residues, the underestimate of the total configurational entropy in the linear DNA due to the harmonic restrains should not exceed 0.5%.

On the basis of our calculation of the NMR order parameters and configurational entropy, we propose a new model of DNA bending that comprises a uniform sequence-independent "softening" of the double helix due to the vibrational loosening of the bent duplex. Our model also indicates that the driving force for a DNA high-curvature conformation is the favorable entropic contribution from the vibrational untightening that largely overwhelms the unfavorable entropy loss from the polymer ring closure.

Vibrational loosening and enhanced local flexibility imply a higher probability for a bent DNA duplex to transition into short-lived alternative DNA conformations, which has been observed in our atomistic simulation (see Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Enhanced local mobility in sharply bent DNA also implicates a higher probability for spontaneous kinking or melting of "soft" regions. This microscopic signature can further refine the kinkable and the meltable statistical models proposed previously.

Structural analysis of the linear and circular duplexes suggests that mechanical stress (in particular, bending) induces a change in hydrogen-bonding formation in DNA duplex. Thus, the W&C D--H--A distances in circular DNA are on average slightly larger than in its linear counterpart (see Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}). Also, the linear duplex forms more hydrogen bonds than the circular one (see Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}). On the basis of these observations, we speculate that vibrational untightening and significant increase in internal motion upon DNA looping arise most likely from the distortion of hydrogen bonding and destabilization of the π--π base stacking interaction caused by bending of the DNA double helix. However, a more detailed experimental study is required to elucidate the details of this phenomenon.

###### Hydrogen-Bond Signature Pattern in the Initial (Before Dynamics) Energy-Minimized Linear and Circular Duplex Conformations

                                                                 linear         circular
  ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------
  number of hydrogen bonds[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}         260             224
  average D--H--A distance, Å                                 3.066 ± 0.118   3.083 ± 0.121

Formation of a hydrogen bond is assumed when the D--H--A distance is \<3 Å and the D--H--A angle is \<20°.

Interestingly, the atomistic simulations indicate that the formation of a DNA minicircle is also driven by a favorable enthalpic contribution (see Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}), albeit less favorable than the entropic one (68 vs 805 kcal·mol^--1^, respectively). Calculation of molecular interaction energies within linear and circular DNA states from the atomistic trajectories reveals an intriguing feature: although the bonded energy (i.e., bond, angle, dihedral, and improper potential energy terms) of DNA duplex grows upon DNA cyclization (by 47 kcal·mol^--1^), the electrostatic and van der Waals (nonbonded) forces drive the circular duplex into an energetically favorable basin (see Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}). We assume that the drop of nonbonded interactions is caused by destabilization of the π--π base stacking and distortion of hydrogen bonding in bent DNA. Our observation is in good qualitative agreement with a recently published electrostatic energy landscape for DNA helix bending, which suggests that slightly bent DNA is electrostatically favorable.^[@ref56]^ However, the exact value of the enthalpic contribution calculated in our simulation should be interpreted with caution. The implicit solvent model implemented in the simulation accounts only for partial screening of Coulombic repulsion/attraction forces between two strands that are brought together. In real systems, positively charged ions could reside in the DNA grooves or bind to the strand phosphates. Ion binding and correlation between ions would induce additional attraction between DNA strands and thus further facilitate DNA bending.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^

The relaxed bond distance interaction observed in the DNA minicircle implies a spontaneous curvature of the DNA duplex that is independent of the sequence, which, in turn, suggests that thermal fluctuations could drive the DNA interconversion between the linear and circular states. However, a (slow) kinetics of the interconversion between two states is defined by a (large) potential barrier that separates the two stable minima on the energetic hyper surface. Because of the slow kinetics of the process, the interconversion of the linear and circular DNA forms occurs on a time scale exceeding the simulation time of the current study and therefore is not evident in the current atomistic simulations.

###### Interaction Energy Change upon DNA looping (*U*~cir~--*U*~lin~) in Units of kcal·mol^--1^

  ------------------ -----------
  bonded energy      47 ± 1
  nonbonded energy   --115 ± 4
  total              --68 ± 4
  ------------------ -----------

In contrast with explicit representation of solvent molecules, a less accurate generalized Born implicit solvent (GBIS) model allows a much more efficient sampling of conformational space and hence a better estimate of configurational entropy. Given the large size of the DNA models in the current simulation study, we choose to sacrifice atomic solvent details for computational efficiency and therefore use the GBIS. However, one may argue that some of the observed flexibility in a bent DNA duplex could be an artifact caused by the approximations in the implicit solvent model. Several previous studies examined the effect of the GBIS model on linear DNA^[@ref57]−[@ref59]^ and on small DNA minicircles.^[@ref57],[@ref60],[@ref61]^ They show that the average structure of the linear DNA oligomers modeled with the GBIS is in a good agreement with the results of explicitly solvated calculations, although a slight increase in flexibility is observed for the GBIS. Less agreement between the implicit and the explicit solvation models was reported for the circular DNA. A study by Mitchell and Harris reveals that the structural form of helix disruptions differs between the two solvent models.^[@ref57]^ However, the authors insist that the GBIS is a legitimate approximation if one aims to estimate the overall shape and the amount of DNA denaturation but not the specific structure of the helix disruptions.^[@ref57]^ Provided that we aim to examine the overall local flexibility of the duplex but not the specific structure of the helix disruptions, we are confident that the GBIS is a good choice. Previously, the GBIS was successfully implemented to model DNA minicircles of ∼100 base pairs and provided results that were in a good agreement with explicit calculation^[@ref10],[@ref57],[@ref60],[@ref61]^ Furthermore, it was demonstrated^[@ref57]^ that the local DNA flexibility increases with the torsional load on the circular DNA duplex (either positive or negative) in both solvation models but is less evident in the implicit calculations.^[@ref57]^ This observation implies that the local flexibility and the destruction of the hydrogen bonding observed in the slightly underwound DNA minicircles of our simulation study would only increase in explicit solvent calculations, which in turn would increase the difference between the circular and linear DNA and thus reinforce the present simulation results.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

New aspects of DNA cyclization are revealed in the current study. Our simulations suggest a local, bp-level vibrational loosening of DNA upon duplex bending, which results in an enhanced microscopic flexibility in bent and looped DNA motifs. Here we discuss a physiological relevance of this finding and propose an experimental study that could investigate this new view in greater detail.

The inclusion of local motional in loosening of DNA during bending provides an explanation for spontaneous cyclization of DNA duplex observed in ligase-catalyzed and fluorescence-based DNA cyclization assays (see the discussion in the [Introduction](#sec1){ref-type="other"}). We can justify the discrepancy between the experimental data and the classical WLC model predictions by the localized "softening'' of bent DNA regions, which the WLC approach or any continuum representation of DNA does not account for. We demonstrate that the gain in inherent microscopic flexibility of the DNA duplex upon bending is substantial and hence should be incorporated into the existing models of DNA looping.

A significant entropy gain upon sharp DNA bending might be an important factor in the choice of a thermodynamic strategy for protein--DNA complex formation. The binding entropy has been largely attributed to the conformational rearrangements within the DNA and the protein at the interaction interface and the displacement of water molecules from the binding site.^[@ref62],[@ref63]^ However, a recent study has uncovered an intriguing systemic relationship between structural properties of the complex and the thermodynamics of binding. Its authors argue that there is a positive correlation between the extent of DNA bending/distortion in protein--DNA complexes and the entropic contribution to the binding free energy.^[@ref64]^ Our model for DNA bending speaks in favor of this notion. The model also suggests that favorable entropic contribution from the vibrational loosening of bent DNA might be the driving force in formation of such complexes. An average DNA binding site is ∼4--6 bp long. According to our model, the entropy gain upon bending of binding sequence of this length should vary in the range of ∼30 to 45 kcal·mol^--1^. Provided that the binding entropy does not exceed 30 kcal·mol^--1^,^[@ref64]^ it is very likely that the entropy gain upon helix bending contributes the most to the free entropy of binding.

Many proteins recognize and bind to a specific DNA sequence. These proteins are called site-specific and bind to their target sequence with affinities much higher in comparison with random sequences. A sequence recognition mechanism has been studied rigorously, and two strategies for sequence readout (direct an indirect) have been proposed. The direct readout implies that protein amino acid side chains directly examine a hydrogen-bonding pattern between the four bases along the DNA. The mechanism of indirect readout relies on examining the overall structure generated by the sequence, for example, by recognizing the sequence-dependent mechanical properties of the duplex, structural inhomogeneities, differences in stacking and twisting parameters, and sequence-dependent flexibility and bendability of the DNA.

It has also been demonstrated that regulatory proteins exhibit unusually high affinities when they bind to prebent DNA binding sites,^[@ref65]−[@ref70]^ indicating that "learning" DNA shape is an important component of site-specific recognition. However, the exact molecular mechanism of DNA shape readout has not been uncovered. The new model of DNA bending allows us to propose a new strategy for DNA shape recognition that takes advantage of the conformation-specific local mobility of the DNA duplex. According to our model, local bond dynamics in prebent unbound DNA depends on the extent of vibrational untightening, which is dictated by the intrinsic curvature of the duplex. The model suggests that protein can recognize the shape of the DNA by probing the internal motion of the duplex. We propose that the DNA shape recognition, based on "censoring'' the local details of the mobility of the duplex, could be an effective search strategy for bent DNA regions.

Furthermore, we argue that enhanced local mobility of the prebent DNA region would allow a more sufficient sampling of conformational space of DNA binding site, optimizing a search for the best fit DNA conformation. The best fit of the DNA binding site assures a tighter protein binding, which results in higher binding affinity. Similar mobility considerations have been recently proposed for the existence of a "second-tier" genetic code involving motions in "excited" DNA Hoogsteen states.^[@ref9]^

High-curvature DNA mechanics might also alter interconversion pathways between alternative DNA conformations, such as A, B, Z, and S, and affect the mechanism of ligand intercalation into the DNA. It has been demonstrated in previous studies that inclusion of a ligand in between base pairs of DNA requires local vibrational untightening of the duplex around the binding site^[@ref55]^ and might cause duplex bending. The vibrational entropy loss due to the ligand intercalation is ∼5 kcal·mol^--1^ per bp.^[@ref55]^ Thus, vibrational loosening of the duplex upon bending implies facilitated ligand insertion into high-curvature DNA regions. Transitions of DNA into alternative forms occur on a complicated free-energy landscape and often involve the formation of noncanonical intermediate conformers.^[@ref71]^ Curved DNA regions with inherently high entropy could drive the structural transition along a pathway that is different from the one for linear molecule to accommodate vibrational freedom of the duplex.

Vibrational loosening of bent DNA duplex could similarly be a key mechanism underlying allosteric properties of DNA. A recent study of allostery through DNA^[@ref72]^ has demonstrated that protein binding affinity to DNA is highly correlated with another binding event through the separation distance between the two sites. The authors also provide evidence that the degree of correlation between the two events largely depends on the mechanical properties of the linker DNA. We further argue that the two sequential binding events are most likely to be modulated throughout the vibrational loosening of the DNA duplex caused by the first event.

In summary, we have proposed a new model of DNA bending based on vibrational loosening of bent duplex and characterized by an enhanced local dynamics of sharply bent regions. Bond dynamics in DNA minicircles can be probed by NMR experiments. In particular, *S*^2^ values for C--H bonds can be measured with NMR carbon relaxation techniques and compared with the order parameters calculated in the current study.

The presence of an enhanced microscopic flexibility in a bent DNA brings us one step closer to understanding of the structural and energetic principles of DNA architecture. The proposed model of DNA bending suggests new mechanisms for protein--DNA and drug--DNA interaction and complex formation. The knowledge of the microscopic flexibility of the DNA obtained from this study can be beneficial for future design, engineering, and manipulation of various nucleic-acid-based nanomaterials.
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